
THE GLORIOUS DESTINY OF MAN 

March 10, 1972 

TaPa talks to his children 

" ... the destiny of man is completion andfa/fillment. Many tasks and many orders of events intervene and 
many of the responsibilities and jobs of setting up and situating in causal reality and physical reality are laid unto 
the backs as burdens, that up these man might progress and step. "

I am come and have taken upon self once again the task of reincarceration 
that I might be momentarily near the you. 

Many things are involved in the concurrent activities surroundant with each 
individual soul-personality insofar as the mundanities of corporeality, and the 
actions upon the activities themselves, from the outer stratospheric conditioning 
factors that come forth through the magnetic force field of any individual's auric 
pattern to implicate in their implantation that necessary and sought to be fulfilled in 
its self, actions actionary content and reactions of fulfillment undefined, 
indefinable, and yet substantially given in truisms within the innermost part of the 
being. We enter forth concurrently then, with these actualities seeking after the 
furtherance of truths involved in reiterating, stating and comprising a set of 
ordained truisms, therefore we shall discuss in this time of short elementation for 
your comfort and benefit, enlightenment, and edification that of man's glorious 
destiny. 

In stepping into the sight necessary to see the continuance and fore-runnance 
of the destined outline or roadway upon which man's soul evolves and progresses 
into the culminated end result and process of at-one-ment through the blend
ingment process of soul and spirit with the soul fold, heaven felt, consolative force 
and the spirit reuniting with that that is all spiritual, one must look in the opposite 
direction also and see the beginnance of man as he came forth being soul sent forth 
into the cosmic realms of causal activity, to be therefore advantageous to the cen
tral energy celluloid and inter-celluloid preface, aurically given manifestation of 
energy comprised itself, and calling itself the Most High God in unitarian form of 
atmospheric realities. 

We therefore stand then at a point upon the evolutionary staircase of 
evolvement, development, and progression; yours being entirely different from that 
upon which I stand, but both the you and the I can cast a glance in the direction of 
a backward movement, of a stationary standing, and of a forward hoped for 
movement in and toward the culmination and end result of the cycle reunitation 
exercise. In looking back then, one questions Divinity as I've explained it afore 
unto you, for what is God in His activity and causal reality of activity upon the 
earth, the other globings, the systems themselves that comprise cosmic 
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universalism in portrayal of planetoid and movement in the scale of universes 
around the central undying motivating and causal effect, that is the center of God's 
being? One may question for ten thousand years the reality of God, and yet if they 
open their eyes in truth, love and enlightenment, they could not help but see this 
manifested clearly before them, children. 

Look forth then in this hour to see the manifestation of the Most High, 
present and acting concurrently in manifestation within, upon, and about you. It is 
that the God of might and miracles that comes forth in many forms, and is 
centralized in the cohesive nature of its central being, is divided into composi
tionally perfected edifices of a tri-unison concordant activity, each being 
lengthened systematically through the unit cell of itself. 

It is as this then, that the tri-unison operates in this three fold manner of 
being--that of the Father, being the Central Force of motivative intelligence and all 
givant life and light particles itself, being the given substance out of which grows 
all things causally, inadequately or adequately formed to perpetuate the existent 
soul cycle. This is the power. This is the central clearing house for energetic 
enterprises in and toward any light faceted particle. It is that then, this part of the 
tri-unisonal upon the right, is supported by the Word that came at one time, has 
since and did before to dwell and walk among prophetically the peoples of the 
earth, to be then, the Word and the Will of the Most High incarnate within the 
flesh. Upon the other side then is the embassaric constant Companion of all power 
truly manifested in a causic realm which is the Holy Spirit itself, being the essence 
of the complete and whole tri-unisal but centering in its respectful regards to the 
Central Force of the Father, implicated symbolically, then in this comes forth 
man's routinely existent cycle of necessity and propagated disciplinary activity of 
beginnance unto return through the cycle of same. 

Thus, from the rays emanating energetically from the heart of the Divine 
essence tri-unisonally divided but concurrently brought together cohesively for the 
formulization of creative power, bled forth then from itself and of itself by 
severment, a ray of light. The light came forth as motion and in the motion took its 
being. By the Breath of the Divine essence bearing upon its wasted layers of 
multifaceted creativity was the sound of the eternal and anciently modernized 
existent Om. In this then came not only movement but activity and an inheritance 
of Divine Principles of Divinity concurrently existing in the central focus; and 
then, there by its sharance existing within its separated state of being. This then 
comprised within itself through the activity of polarity reversal and injected into 
fulfillment the Principles of all cosmic law. 
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In this I am in reference to the laws of abidingment through which the pro
cess of creativity and co-creativity implicates itself, is involved and does come 
about into being. Thus the soul of man in its beginnance had the God given sense 
of reality insofar as a perpetual and nature given issuance of Light Supreme, that in 
its actuality of being, then, held the framework and knowledge, wisdom of the laws 
in activity within the universal and cosmic Plan. Thus began the process of 
existence, but man being God a part, but not being a part of the great whole, saw 
himself separated away from and rejoiced in the separation and in the true title 
bestowed upon him as co-creative regent and as sons of God, and as the greater 
benevolent bestowance from the Central Force. "Ye are gods [Isa 41 :23]." 

Thus, upon themselves the souls of man took incarceration as a beneficial 
activity in learning that, that the God Force already had absorbed because of prior 
reality of actual creation of it. Man forgetting his inherited disassociative quality, 
then took upon himself the learning process being then therefore necessarily 
engaged in all activities of the surroundant bodies, planetoid and etherically given, 
therefore to learn these things, and came upon the face of many planets and par
ticularly upon the face of the earth. This being the breeding ground, or fourth point 
of centralization from which could go forth advantageously the cycles of necessity 
to bring him purified purge, and rebuild back unto the energy spark of Divine 
essence that once he was, for the reunitant process through the Emmanuellic heart 
enters then, into the center of the Divine being itself. 

But man has conditioned himself through many aeons of time to stabilize 
and stand still in stagnation rather than to progress. There is not regression in the 
cycles, and there has not been since man first touched the earth to be involved in 
the learning process of wisdom, light and corporate universalistic love ap
pendingments. However, he has stagnated at certain given intervals because of his 
disassociated forms of thinking and his acceptability of Divine right to see 
realistically the materialistic and causal enterprises about him. 

Fully being non-aware that these are simply reflections and reflective 
particles of light bearing essence to give him sustenance and to show him then 
something solidified that he can cling or hold, but not to be enslaved by. To cling 
unto one, to cleave unto one or any animate, inanimate object then is a stagnation 
process to a certain extent, but not nearly so as allowing the object or the thing or 
the person to completely overshadow, enshroud and encompass you until you are 
stagnated yourself, being non-capable of movement in either direction. But 
eventually when the eyes of man are opened by many different precepts of 
conjugative nature wisdom, they come illumined to the surface for breath, as does 
many of the oceanically given creatures of your world. 
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And in so doing perceives of the light personified that issues forth from the 
Central Force that is seen by those of clairvoyance, that is known by each soul. 
Some of these souls that even know of the Light descendant, rebuke it and cause 
themselves not to be gathered in its awareness, for their own stagnative ability in 
that they feel peaceful, they feel secure, and they feel that they have found a place 
where and upon they cannot be touched and pulled· upon by the direct motion of 
either the God Force or the earth causally given. This is not a truism, however; it 
is a state of being that a soul stagnating can force itself into. 

Upon the evolutionary staircase, as we must see each and every lesson 
afforded unto earth and life itself, there upon lived are many multifaceted 
organisms that incorporately come forth teaching many associated and 
disassociated learning processes and lessons intrinsic. Each is affected by this but 
behold, upon this road, if the faith be keen, and if the patience be bearant with you 
as witness in and toward the seekance of love truth, wisdom truth, and the like 
associated and qualified other tri-unisonal part, then the roadway seems less 
burdened and obstacled by the situation concurrently living and exalting itself and 
themselves with you in this lifetime. 

There are many factors involved in different association, but I speak forth 
now primarily unto those that have originated in and upon the earthal globe and/or 
globe world, as is known as reference to or for the beginnant of soul process in full 
causal activity and the breeding ground of and for souls. Man made in the image, 
is a non-intricately defined and wizened answer to a long searched and sought after 
comparable parable itself. 

For man created in His image in that, that he could retain and remember of 
the Central Force, and it was with great and undue misrepresentation, for look at 
your causal body. Is it manifesting, and is it in actuality an energy force field such 
as the Most High God, or is it more elemented into the actuality of having to serve 
at an auto-sensory level and plane itself being then vocabulistically given, as the 
vehicle for the soul in :flesh? 

You shall find it to be so more one way than the other. Thus, in the process, 
density, eliminations and adherences came into being, and as the soul once being 
less dense, became more so. Then corporeality and the mundanity morals of 
associated causlic living became more heinously detainable in and into and upon 
the soul of man, thus has been the struggle unto many points and within many 
lives. But I speak forth now upon the glorious destination that man can achieve 
through the awareness of many cycles, and I speak forth saying this unto you, that 
in the beginning the way was made clear. 
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It still is being made clear through the minds and souls of initiates attuned 
unto the progressive pathway of initiation. But unto most the pathway is not seen, 
for their eyes are veiled too heavily by that they have drawn about them and the 
securities they assume and are in the assumptive qualities that they need and must 
have for continuation. Lo, is it a great disappointment that within the family 
gathering of my children, even, are there those that so cling to the securities of the 
paths that they are unwilling to walk out in the present, clinging unto many other 
soul-personalities that have supported, and so in their way seemingly proved and 
are provated themselves unto the individual aspects of centralization, and unto 
even inanimate things of necessity called so and improvise only to allay the 
progressive movement of soul. 

But nevertheless it is a truism that it exists and is incorporated within the 
family gathering. But it is then upon the pathway, this law intervenes as all laws of 
the cosmic have been obeyed, and in their overt rationally given activity, come 
forth in epoches, eras, cycles and that like unto these associated that man might 
know them as they revolve about him again and again. Then is it that truth has 
served its purpose and has been with you and abided with you. There is a cut off 
date of sustenance beyond awareness of most, and even practically all that in your 
last years of sixty-eight came forth a change in the activity of the concurrent 
manifestations of cosmic law re-vitalized, reissued, reiterated and re-sustained in 
its corporeal existent usage. 

Thus you have begun an age into ascension instead of the declintive nature 
that could have been the alternative choice of man had he been seeking negativity 
in his negative actual reactions unto life's affordance itself. However, the 
otherwise was true. We enter forth then into many cycles, and the way is illumined 
for those that seek the way, but I say forth unto you that the way is shown and in
dwelling mapped upon the part of your soul, most beloved, and most blessed of the 
highest, and therefore you cannot lose your way but you can pretend to lose your 
way for self-stagnation and for the accomplishment of dire sympathy and non-reac
tion and retaliation to movement. But many retire into ignorance to be away from 
fear to live in their own hellaciously created blissful nature. 

I speak then saying that man is upon the spiral of the upward road, and the 
soul of man is like unto the waiting falcon, when fully released he is destined for 
the skies, and the skies being symbolic and bearing symbology unto the homeland 
and the planes of spheres that are higher in elevation elementarily, often than is, 
and of course I am mentioning earth itself as the beginnant process. It is as this. 
The Divine center of the Most High God is then what? It is the energies and 
polarity differentiations that come forth concurrently or inappropriately in the 
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elements of time that man specializes, ordains, and sets up to affect, to lead, to 
guide, to bring and to bear witness of justice and balance within the life of man. 

He is transcendental. He is not affected then by time and by the spatial 
natures, thus time and space, and is not affected truly by anything he has created. 
But God stands as being all things that He has created. Thus one seeking to escape 
the wrath or the blessing, the balance situation, the karmic law, or the fulfillment of 
karmic promises cannot escape the actual presence of the Most High God 
wheresoever stands man in the depth of the ocean, in the heights of the mountains, 
within the skies of the world, within the depths of the earth's womb there stands 
physical reality. 

Physical reality is ethers of spiritual nature and reflections. And these 
reflections are started and centered and seeded in the Divine Principle; thus, the 
reflection is a reflection of a part and a portion of the Most High God. Man comes 
forth struggling through aeons of time, seeking in his own way to be illumined, and 
has (through many processes that I shall mention in just a few moments) but does 
not often know that of the culminated end result. Thus we speak of man's glorious 
destiny, but man himself will speak as if one that doubts in many ways. Thus man 
is like unto Thomas [John 20:24-25] that fears to re-enter Jerusalem for he knows 
not the outcome of the activity and the reaction to the action of entering the city. 

It is therefore, however, that man is pushed and pulled by his innate search 
for spiritual illumination and progressive movement into many avenues, but behold 
the greater Plan is given by the Most High God, for the old shall pass away and 
behold all things shall be new, that that is high shall be placed lowly, and that that 
is lowly shall be exalted, and the heavens shall open up in the latter days and pour 
out their blessings upon each and every one in flesh. This is assuredly seen and 
felt, even in this time. 

But, beloved ones, I seek to say this unto you, that the Plan of the cosmic 
realms, through the revelated intentions of the Hierarchs and the Arch Ones 
themselves have provided for growth in man's advancement and illumination upon 
the sphere of earth that it might be hurried, quickened and restorfied, then passing 
away that the earth itself might stand and serve as the point in the cosmic existent 
all, to be the Kingdom Come, where upon and wherein the Will of the Most High 
might be done. 

The way provided then is in cycles, and the cycles come forth being 
primarily twelve, but there have been five cycles that have not been fulfilled, 
completed, and issued into their latter marks of necessary integrative processes, 
thereby leaving seven that have been fulfilled and have stood throughout eternity 
as great points of contact or as great springs from whence the souls come out of 
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many forests to drink there and return unto their respective places. These seven 
and the five comprise the twelve, and the Israelic ones that came forth divided in 
their divisions under the kingship and rulance of the conspired necessity out of the 
wombs as I have spoken many times of Ruth, in and through the seed of Boas, unto 
being the house of David, Solomon and Saul [Ruth 4:13-22], have led forth the 
symbolic interpreted fully and completely colored, drawn and specified answer, 
unto these twelve cycling movements of progressive soul growth. 

Within the tribes of these numbering as twelve, each represented an epoch 
and/or era wherein the soul of man would grow, advance and evolve, or either 
stagnate and pursue his own inner non-realities, aside from an indifference to 
without interest in pursuing the true realities of continuation and fulfilled influx 
and inflows toward the centralized Force. Thus, the twelve tribes represented the 
twelve major epoches of rise and decline characterized by different warped cycles, 
and the cycles being return patterns themselves. But five as I have said are not 
fulfilled and shall not even be mentioned in this display of trying to show you a 
seeking way and that that has helped you to this point, and will carry you forth 
from it. 

For all seeking have the ability to tune into the infinite pools of knowledge 
that replay the past concurrently with the future and the present, and can learn then, 
thereby the mistakes of others and can see the rise and decline, the lowly exalted, 
the exalted humilified by being placed lower than the low. This is the cycle of 
reality for grows forth that to be glorified and honored, and then falls it under to be 
the dregs of the barrel and the salt treaden under the feet of man. It is however, 
that each successive lifetime brings forth man's awareness in soul depth quality 
unto a clearer clarity of that transpiring. Each life is as one pearl upon a string. 
Each entrance into a different philosophy, religion or concurrent existing thought 
process is another pearl upon a string. 

Through all religions, through all philosophies, through all true and in depth 
seeking that has and can be found rewards therein, is the realized, utilized, and 
much needed thread of life and truth. Thus all religions and philosophies, and all 
thought patterns, as all cycles through which man has gone, is but as a pearl being 
strung upon the string of truth. For the element of truth runs through man's seeking 
if he fulfills the search and finds the inlaying, indwelling reality of being in that 
search for truth. Therefore we come into, then, the awareness by the continuous 
winding upward into different and higher degrees of advancement, illumination, 
progressive movement, initiation, and then into true service unto humanity that 
knows less, and has been taught less unto this point than has the individual, or unto 
servitude through and toward the Hierarchs who have learned and engendered and 
drawn into them much more than have you unto this time. 
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But the destiny of man is completion and fulfillment. Many tasks and many 
orders of events intervene, and many of the responsibilities and jobs of setting up 
and situating in causal reality and physical reality are laid unto the backs as 
burdens, that upon these man might progress and step; for behold, the things that 
seem as stones of stumbling are but stepping stones along the path that winds ever 
upward. Thus, is it and has it been. The twelve tribes then have not been fulfilled, 
either in the ancient past or in the present. Part have not been entered into; some 
have been entered into and have been neglected and fulfill not their necessary 
confine in bringing the reality of a truism forth and forthcoming. But of the seven 
that did we divide these into categorized natures and elements of time, also in 
distinctive globe representation of different placements. 

Thus each that is a true initiate, and each that is truly the upbuildance of the 
family grouping, and shall in the ending of this lifetime ascend into the awareness 
of full protectorate authorization and return in the time of the White One's 
deliverance to be at peace and to have in sharing then, with all, the peace that 
passeth understanding [Phil 4:7] have been situated, involved, and completely 
learned, edified, filled, and sufficed in seven different categories at least. Many 
have incarnated several times into each one of the functional categories. These 
categories are times wherein, great was the rise and sharp the decline. You are in 
one of the cycles now that shall be ended and fulfilled before the coming of the 
White One. 

These seven cycles, seven epochs, seven areas, seven reincamational, re
incarcerational time indifferences and differences, stand just as this, to be stated: 
First was the beginnant cycle of soul entrance upon the designated humility factor 
of the lost Lemurians. Being quite dense, however, gauged now in this day and 
age as extremely different and less dense than are you, but they were quite dense in 
the beginning and evolved themselves through the characteristics of man and the 
coloration of acceptability, and to find within this the harmonious entrance into co
habitation with the life forms, the spirit and ether forms, and the other transpirant 
activities of the same creative mind that was about them. Thus of humble 
origination came the Lemurian implantation of the seeds, and the wombs opened 
forth and bred a people up that in their intellect have been only reached in duplica
tion several times. 

The beginnant of soul evolved activity upon and within a civilized, 
concurrent, societistical, or as one would call here, tribal entrance into patterns of 
living, was then with the Lemurian people. They built forth the greatest known 
unto that time and even almost unto this, empire existent within physical reality, 
but were the first to do so, thus the father and grandfather of all others, thus the 
true insight and way that others could be fulfilled. And man should have learned 
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from their rise and decline, but did not, and took necessary six other, seen and 
similarly given rises and falls to come to any state of awareness, to propagate and 
hold out and make elongated the one in which you are dwelling now, that is only 
slightly more than two hundred of your years old, and I am speaking of power 
relays and power changes. In the same time allotment there can be two 
centralizations of power force and magnitude, but one eventually shall and will 
triumph above the other. 

That, that many people fear, coming out of the East to conquer and to be the 
power in the West, has already been a great power of reincarnational, reincarcer
ational activity, but shall again show its face upon the globing, and shall march 
with many thousands of its troops into that that does not belong to it. Simply 
because man has not learned and did not learn the necessary lesson in it being a 
Central Force in time epoch, and nationality and race of men from which could be 
learned the essences necessary for progressive movement and elimination of 
physical and causal realms upon earth, that you might go into the astralic realms of 
ethers, and into the essences that would bathe, caress, and hold you until the time 
forthcoming when the whole lot of one hundred and forty four thousand chosen 
ones have been advanced to the correct degree, and shall return as the peace 
makers and as the teachers of love, light and wisdom to inhabit and co-inhabit with 
the White One, the Kingdom Come upon earth. 

It is then that Lemuria stood as the first and raised itself to a great 
advantageous and necessary height, and its decline came because of a non-in
heritance into purity, and negativity being rampant throughout it and through the 
minds and souls of men as they entered into offices of creativity without full 
recognition of their only given law value of co-creativity. This lesson was 
duplicated and taught unto man again, after the earth changes of the glacsuric age 
and in it the Atlanteans came forth and were bled out of humble birth, from the 
wombs and the seeds of the Lemurians, and by the implantation afforded by crafts 
outside of your awareness and by the spatial brothers unto the continent and the 
country that once was plush and very greened in its atmosphere, and held many 
herders and watchers and shepherds of sheep. 

These became with the implantative quality, with the continuation of 
education and advancement by the spatial brothers and by the recall associations of 
the Lemurians to be the finalized in its highest rapport given situation of society or 
tribal engendering to live concurrently with the aspects of nature. Behold, when 
nature was forgotten, and when man deemed himself God abundant, instead of 
God needful of Divine Intervention from the Central Force that made you God, 
they were changed and/or purged, and their density became awareness, and in this 
awareness of their densely growing form, instead of the translucent quality of their 
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compiled complexion and makeup, they entered forth into accursed natures, 
defilement and into extreme negativity. 

Thus, the continent was built, the nation, the empire, being the second, 
symbolic of the second tribe of Israel, to be then, therefore high and then humbled, 
in just the course of a few passing eons or short decades of time, put beneath the 
wave of the ocean that it might be purged with salt, and with the brine of water, 
just as when one enters into great negativity, repents and comes forth repentant 
unto the right of reality and of truth, often their eyes are filled with brine and salt, 
and the water and tears exude there from these, thus the eyes, the soul itself is 
symbolically being purified, washed and/or bathed. Thus, many pray forth, "Bathe 
my eyes with tears, oh Lord that I might see." And the Atlanteans that knew the 
necessity for the realization prayed that its demise be quick, saying forth, "Oh Lord 
of One, how long." And it was fulfilled for those that asked this, in a very short 
time. 

A few went forth then from this second tribal initiation category to form that 
of the other indifferent and estimable however, in its form. Chinese authoritational 
activity of those being in the coloration of the yellow peoples, in this then comes 
the third rise into power for great was the learning there, from these people, that 
the souls of man might learn differently and simultaneously other lessons. Thus, 
into each of these different cycles will all of the children eventually come forth, 
knowing that they have been therein, for these are the seven true entering into as
pects and times where the tribes played great and major importance in necessary 
teaching unto soul of man, wisdom and knowledge. 

But the Chinese, and those that call themselves liken to being of the import 
value that complete abstention and entrance into exhortation by the movements of 
a conistic approach, thus lost their long endowed greatness and became 
impoverished by the downfall that is the populative quality itself. Thus they shall 
be shook and shall be shaken many times, as have they been by the cataclysmic 
causes, but their downfall has been in the numberation and innumeration of their 
own species, that has limited and is causing that empire to die. Already it is dead 
but it is being reborn. 

This then gives forth three. We enter into the fourth tribe that have given 
most and cleaved most unto the soul of man which is the Greeco, Greeco 
origination. Many having had many incarcerations in it, it was in its time the 
destiny of man and the glorious destiny when it reached its height and/or peak. In 
the beginnance many interventions of the God Force came forth manifesting in 
forms of teachers to enlighten, illumine the people, and by it they were deified. 
But they were changed in their appearance, in their esteems, and in their given 
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gifts, and given fictional mythological context, but still worshipped the people, 
these messengers, instead of worshipping the Most High that sent them and 
accepting and paying homage of tribute unto the messengers. Thus came the 
beginnance of the Greeco concept that ended by being given the precious gift of 
the navel of the world, the Delphic intervention of Delphi wherein communication, 
in the beginning with the Central Force could be had unadulterately, but it demised 
and fell also as did finally the Empire even, though it spread and has influenced 
almost each and every portion of the globing. This makes forth then, the fourth 
tribe. 

And the fifth is that of Egypt, bless her as the cradle of beginnant awareness, 
of at-one-ment for many children of the most beloved, and the beloved ones shown 
and/or had here in this time elementation, for in her way she became the great 
teacher of all teachers and therefore brought man into the awareness of at-one
ment. Though she had many declinsive natures, she had many of the positivations 
that were necessary and apprivated for reality in her time. Thus she bred up many, 
and in the years of her reign, even in the years of her homage unto the comant sixth 
one, and fifth one and/or power, was still she teaching and engendering within 
souls of men the necessary lessons, thus is that tribe having its beginnance of 
awareness within the seven that comprised with the five negative ones, the twelve 
tribes of the Israelic endeavorment to seek the Most High. 

In the next we come into that power of the Roman inquiristically given 
inquisitionally oriented peoples that had forth the beginning of only a centralized 
fractional part of seven hills upon which was eventually erected a city of great 
grandeur, and through to so called foundations of two that were twins. Under her 
bosom that suckled at the mammal other than were they did, she come into being 
through humble origination, through actual deprivation to the lowest dreg level did 
she start and reach the greatest and momentous, most rewardant power, topical and 
apex, had in fulfilled continuation of man's cycle, endeavoring to add to, not the 
demise of other tribalistically oriented people, but for their benefit and for the 
glory of the Romans that they spread and had colonized many places and/or 
portions of country-like activity and sustenance upon the globing. Thus she 
reached a pinnacle and apex atop, and a height, and then went into her supposed 
and her realistically necessary decline and the declinsive nature. 

Unfortunate is it that the ray ensued at about this time, out of the ray cycles 
of necessity, and placed with great homage one Teacher of Light upon the face of 
the earth, the Master Teacher of Love intrinsic, and from his endeavoric or 
actualization of certain cosmic universal laws proved Himself unto a. few. These 
few went then, unto the capitoloid affects existence of the Roman empire to stand 
and to be tried, and to enter forth in thereby having drawn together the greatest of 
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the rays given, rays blessed, form of philosophical point of contact--this being the 
Hierarch of the organizational auspices of the Divine church and the mother church 
of origination. This is how it happened to be in the point and/or the place that it 
now exists. 

Then we come into the last and/or to the latter of two shared simultaneously. 
That of the growth, the rise and then the sudden decline and stabilization of the 
British Empire that taught many lessons unto the soul of man and now into this, 
beloved ones, this, your country, rises to a height and an apex, and soon shall be 
the decline that all cycles can be fulfilled. History repeats itself in each cycle, thus 
as each has risen and has fallen, so will that in which you are now existent. And 
with the Armageddon [Rev 16:16] followance of the concurrent was havance, that 
shall end forth the supplementation and shall charge itself to destroy all things, 
shall the rays intervene as they have afore and bring into being through the 
cataclysmic upheavals that of the stabilization of a Jerusalem in symbology that 
covers a continestic part and/or portion of your North American formed and/or had 
stated, specified, and mapped continent. 

It is symbolic that Jerusalem is chosen, and moreso symbolic that the point 
of contact of affirmation of the ray that shall bless as one ray, had to and did bless 
each rising civilization and declining one, that the ray .shall pierce into the heart 
and the heart shall be Alexandria. And that of the centralization of the spiritually 
minded where to, will come many from all points and/or portions of each of the 
other tribes and/or points of the globing itself, and even of the outer planetary 
confines. For when She stands and is fulfilled in Her day shall the 
communications with the spatial brothers be had in evidentuality, be thereby 
proven unto you and given sufficiently unto you. She shall be the heart then of the 
Jerusalem, the City of Light, where there cometh no night and shall stand therefore 
to be that much important part and/or organ of the body. This is the glorious 
destiny of man. 

Between the coming of the Kingdom, and man's last breath in physical, 
causal body are many destinies that shall prove rewarding, but shall not be in 
comparison with the true destiny and fulfillment that shall be shared by those that 
enter into Jerusalem, that enter into the City of Light to dwell and there bask in the 
Light radiation of the White One. But it is then that these things shall come, that 
when you enter the astrals you shall delegate it as your destiny, and for that 
moment it shall be. When you enter into the spheres, you shall delegate it as your 
destiny, and you shall call it, for that moment it is to be, but you will enter later 
into the planings and call each one upon which you stand your glorious destiny, for 
it will be much improved above earth. 
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But this is not the end of your destiny, for the soul's destiny will end in 
Absolute Wisdom, Infinite Love and Universal Harmony had within the confines 
of the jurisdiction of the peace makers, in the City of the White One in the new 
Jerusalem, in the home of the soul, and in many Summerlands. Between all of 
these things I have mentioned one might enter into, in flight of soul or after 
transition, and call this destiny fulfilled, but it shall not be, beloved ones, for you 
are heirs unto the greatest, and you shall have your birthright. It shall be your 
destiny, but stand ye not here in dumb idleness, prepare a receptacle wherein your 
destiny, your birthright can be given, Alexandria must then exist. 

I have sought to draw you together, and I have done so as a family hoping 
that you would be of the same accord and same mind inferent action, but nay it is 
not seemingly true. Thus has it been hard to bring charismatically unto you your 
gifts [l Cor 12:1-10], and to seek to will with you, and allow you, and help you, 
and try to prove unto you that their usage is a blessing of light unto a world in 
darkness. When you do use your charismatically given gifts at every opportunity, 
when you are of the same accord, when you realize that, that I am, that you have 
known so often and yet recognize not, and when you know that that you are, have 
been, and in your glorious destiny shall be, then will the Spirit of the whole be in 
the accordant necessary faculty of being Alexandria, to blend with the ether created 
Alexandria, to be lowered into the reality. 

This can be done in three short days, or if you deliberate enough you can 
stretch it for three millennia, thus, when Alexandria has a place to stand, quickly 
molded shall be the universalism and centering the universalism into one point of 
specification, thus the accord shall be had, but not until you join the physical 
Alexandria to the spiritual. Each time you use a charismatic, each time prophesy 
falls from your lips, the language of the home and of the angelic being, the healing, 
each time the testimony of fulfillment is given, you are one step closer to the at
one-ness necessary for the havance of the same accord being then in the spirit of 
Alexandria. 

Each time you renege, you are placing a board upon the barricade that shall 
stop the great whole from uniting with the City. Thus is the destiny of man to 
enter into at-one-ment with the great Divine Most High God. Then to be the Most 
High, and the Most High to enter as the chosen, in the chosen, to be with the 
chosen, in the City not made by hands, but blessed by desire to serve and fulfill 
missions, go forth then, and bring into the focus of life all that need and seek it. 
Those that need it often will not seek it, and those that seek it often do not need it, 
but none ought to be turned forth away. Thus I have completed and finished as 
shortly as is possible the dissertation unto you of the destiny of the soul that is 
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man ... man's destiny of soul and flesh to tie in at-one-ment, to be in awareness and 
to stand in the City of the chosen, blessed by the life of the White One. 

We enter now into miscellaneous activities, the answering of questions, and 
that like unto this, but afore we do this eve, shall the Spirit of the Most High, the 
Holy Companion move among many here. Shall you turn away or shall you 
manifest that that He has given you, for He wishes to speak unto these people and 
unto those that stand here in this dwelling. Several shall be touched, and several 
shall be chosen then to bear these messages, and the message may be an action, ac
tivity, word, pronunciation, prophesy, or in testimonial utteration into the focus 
itself. Several shall be touched. Shall you turn Him away? If you do, would you 
not then in return expect to be turned away? Though it is not the case, for the Most 
High turns none away, but is turned away often, as is the Holy Spirit from those 
that it seeks to bless and help, caress and love and walk as a Companion with that 
the way might be illumined and not shadowed and shaded. 

When shall the children enter the blessed and beloved estate called the place 
therein to be eternally and forever bathed in the Light Supernal and blessed? 
When shall you seek truly, beloved ones, to do that asked of you, that when it is 
completed you might look upon His face? Visualize not all things, for you have 
not need for all things, and that you have not need for shall come unto you. 
Visualize peace, continuity, compassionate unification, and I say only this, that I 
have given and vested the authority that I bear and that is borne by another like 
unto the I, unto that that is placed before you, as the twins. I share forth many 
things but this I have vested. As you enter an action toward one another and unto 
these, so are you directly acting and being the cause of the action toward one 
another and unto these, so are you directly acting and being the cause of the action 
against the I. 

And as you affect or erase positivity or negativity unto any other unto the 
globing, so do you do it unto the Most High. It is then that those that bear what I 
have spoken of, that that has been vested to them, take up by necessity the chalice 
of humility and have drunk from it, thus they will speak not unto you of this, nor 
demand from you because of this. But not to have ... not to have the respect that 
you would pay unto that that has given it to them, in activity with them, causes 
many unknown imbalances within their systems of auric power, depletes the field 
of energy that has brought you this far, and shall carry you in truth the rest of the 
way, hopefully, and creates the karma for you of ignorance when the light, when 
the truth, and when the specialized and appointed have been placed before you that 
you cannot see, know, realize. 
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Utilize all things for I am come in this time to whisper sweet peace unto the 
weary, to touch and heal those that are afflicted, to illumine your mind and to place 
a word of truth in your heart. On this eve as the Holy One moves and the Spirit 
bears witness unto the whole here, and bears witness unto the spirit within the 
beings of several, lo, Daniel, unto you shall it bear witness, shall the Spirit bear 
witness unto your spirit [Rom 8:16]. Lo, shall it be this day that you take a step, 
and that that you bless by your manifestation in the mode that you shall touch with 
the I, the brother that is ours, and this whole gathering of children. None shall ever 
know the import value of it and its importance. Thus linger and lower yourself 
into the spirit, closer and closer, and take the hand when it is offered unto you, 
beloved one. 

Turn not the power, the glory and the spirit that is these things, that seeks to 
bear witness with you, and through you, and of you, and of the Most High away 
from you, beloved ones; for lo, the Feber time came forth when I first spoke of it, 
being in a length of time, that measuring four weeks. It had started four of your 
weeks before I mentioned it, from this point until the end of the Feber period there 
will be only nine weeks. You are at the apex and/or point of most power, beloved 
ones, now that the Feber-time gives. This night marks the night wherein the 
relaxation and the declined and sensitive nature of the Feber power shall be slowly 
felt. 

It is to you then to take up this power and go forth ever with it mounting and 
building with it, and of it, or to let nature in the natural way of the Feber take its 
course and decline slowly with it unto non-existence. Move while you still hear 
me; speak while there are those that can spealc; act while present is the feeling; and 
be glad and wise in this gladness that the verification is given within your body, 
that your distinguishing ability, called discernment, is with you, beloved ones. 

We go forth then in this time as the power begins to infiltrate truly this 
chamber, and as the Spirit starts to move upon the chosen ones and upon those that 
will open unto the Spirit, bless the name of the Most High, and enter forth making 
loud the sound and the noise. Be triumphant in this time, not for yourselves, once 
in bondage now in freedom, for the truth sets free the soul of man before the 
Hierarchs that cannot very often make a voice upon the earth. Shout the victory 
for them that finally in the day of the latter days, when the Power has been poured 
out upon all men, a few have gathered forth to utilize it. If prophecy is given unto 
you it is given unto you this evening, prophesy. If the gift of tongues is sought by 
you or given unto you, it shall be with you this evening, utilize it for its praise. It 
is blessing. Any gift is so, unto you ten fold, unto that who hears you and wit
nesses it, for they bless all these gifts [1 Cor 12: 1 O]. 
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The power has started to build and/or mount; toward the end it shall be 
greater and greatest. When I leave, after the songstress leaves, move if you ever 
are to move; seek if ever you are to seek; ask if ever you are to ask, beloved ones, 
be if ever you are to be, for it shall be the spirit within you reneging, not the Spirit 
of the Most High, for the Spirit is forth present, building the momentum vibration, 
covering, and blessing, hovering and caressing, and seeks to bear witness with you. 
If you do not manifest, then, it is for the reason that you are not bearing equalized 
testimony unto the Spirit, God bearing witness with it in truth, though it seeks to 
bear witness to you, and of you. And I say that with this movement of power many 
have now taken form from the ethers of time and are standing in this chamber with 
you. Many I have seen several times, a few that I have not. 

There is one forth called with initials to her name "N" and "P" that is of the 
family grouping; beloved and blessed one that serves in her own way. Because of 
the energy being boosted for the Holy One to manifest, so have many souls that 
you have known afore come to be near you when they stand near and around you. 
One of a mother, one of a sister, one of a favored pet, do you know of that that I 
am speaking? 

Student: Yes, TaPa. 

Near you and by you are they. 

There is a child that comes forth seeking her mother and father that are not 
here. Sad is the day for once she came unto her mother here and has come forth 
back again but finds her not. And she says, St. Teresa is the guide and is her guide 
also, though she never existed long enough to count the rosary, dying too small, 
transcending chronologically too young. 

Unto Hazel, child of light, blessed and beloved are you. At your side you 
have articles laid within a chair that is vacant. Remove them now, for behold in 
this time, near the one that sitteth there young of age, tall and thin of body, an aunt 
and an uncle like unto this comes to be near you, that have come many times to be 
with the gatherance and have learned many things, but have been involved in great 
and beautiful works of their own right in the sphere of their togetherness. They 
have come forth many times to see their daughter, to be with her, to love her, have 
shown their presence many times within the household, often unseen though, 
unrealized. 

Pauline sitteth there by you and Bob stands between you and the daughter. 
He allows her to sit because she in earth walked and worked harder truly than 
anyone, giving so much of herself, never sitting down while there was work to do 
or while the comfort of another individual was at stake or at hand. Now she is 
given the time to sit, to watch, to look and he stands. And they are with you, child, 
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for you are in a transit period and entering deeper and deeper into the aspects that 
shall come forth to educate you, for you are to be a teacher and you know of this, 
and you have received of it and from it many things. Transcendentally you have 
received, but this is not the full sufficement, thus you are experiencing many 
things. Later you shall know why of these things, and you shall talk about your 
experiences. One so young, is most fortunate to know their mission in that young 
age, that you might fulfill it soon. 

Student: Can you please tell us how we can improve photography or is there 
any special equipment or film we might need to get better results? 

TaPa: I know not truly of these things, far beyond me is it. However this is 
insufficient, this eve you shall not have as great a result as you have afore. 
Slightly disappointed shall you be, but if you search deep enough and long enough, 
you will see in it the verification but it shall not be obvious unto those that do it as 
was it afore truly. And I know not, nor can I even tell you, for I have not the time 
to ponder when you are to enter into the takance of these, for I must hold a form 
and a thought frequency, a thought wave to continue as do I. I cannot stop to tell 
you when to photograph. And many of the greatest things transpire while I speak, 
and you know not that they do, for many or most see it not. Such as the gathering 
in and the buildance up of the power, lo is it building now even. But you shall 
learn, for I have already guided your hand and those that are in guidance with you 
shall teach you, shall tell you, and you shall have verification within you when you 
are to take these, thus you shall be guided and you work not alone. 

Student: Tim asked, "If the house and four acre tract of land is suitable for 
the library? Is it far enough from the fault? 

TaPa: Lo, and much longer in associated like unto transactions have you 
worked than have I, child. It is that unto each must be given some authority, some 
restriction, but much authority; and under each some respectability of responsibil
ity, for I have led forth as far as can I go in many areas. You are given a mind, 
illumined; you are given a mind that has heard the truth. You have a seeking soul 
that has found truth that it was seeking after. You are learning to balance your life. 
As the Atlanteans shall you balance soon, and be therefore more workable in being 
near, one that you are to be near with and close unto, and tied like unto a tie with. 
So by these attributes, make a decision of your own, for you shall not be guided 
wrongly. And the Febertime has brought unto you, intuition also. You just have 
not utilized it completely and in full complex as it was given. Is this understood? 

Student: Yes, TaPa. 
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You are given the ability to look, and to see, and to judge not in ignorance 
but in wisdom; thus, do this. It is your Divine right having acquired what you 
have, and is your obligation. 

Student: I have recurring loss of belief in your authenticity. 

TaPa: I have forth occurring loss of faith in your authenticity, also. For we 
see you not exactly as you are. And by many of your movements, we that know of 
the God Consciousness, doubt the reality of your seeking the God conscious state, 
or actually being, for often the moves are so coarse and base that we cannot 
conceive of any soul being there engaged or doing these things. But by faith we 
know you exist. By your higher elevations <;>f action we have this proved unto us. 
If you doubt the I, it is because you doubt yourself firstly, and no proof and no 
verification can ever be realistically advantageous and sufficient from one such as I 
unto one that doubts themselves firstly, to test yourself of the doubt of self within 
you. You know who that you are, what that you are, and the possible why that you 
are this. Can you however prove within yourself that you are as you appear to be? 
That you exist at all? 

Others can help to verify this, but can you of your own prove it? And 
question even if you believe it truly, for per chance you are in a deep slumber and 
shall awake upon in the morning as someone different that you are, or as another 
thing than you are. But if you can trust yourself enough to face the reality, and 
have enough faith in this reality to !mow who and what you are beyond a 
reasonable doubt, then you have taken the foundation and with this foundation 
through faith, and through the proofs that I have given unto you all along, you 
might know me. 

Must you be stricken down upon the road, for Damascus is so far away [ Acts 
9:1-7]? Yea, Thomas, doubt and doubt again [John 20:24-25]. Saul of Tarsus, 
answer me this, "Why persecutest thou me [Acts 9:4]?" If you doubt and cannot 
help yourself, then doubt alone. Do not spread the infection of negativity to those 
that are allowing faith to be a part of them, and the proofs to be realistically given 
into and of them. 

Fred: Is it true that the same primary relationship that we are having is the 
messianic lesson? 

TaPa: When you understand that that has been given truly, and when you 
understand all things, then do you have the right to complicate these things that 
you might then be a brighter student to unravel the complication that you have 
created. One takes the puzzle, put together, and one takes the pieces apart to prove 
to themselves they can put it back together. But only when one knows what the 
puzzle is, is it wise to take it apart, to put it back together. Thus under the 
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guidance of those in flesh, in whom I and others have vested the power and 
authority, shall and must these things be discussed and proclaimed unto the others 
as law, and as reality, and as being. It is this that it shall not be as conceived in 
your mind. It shall be that those that shall be in the existence of its being shall be 
chosen not for their desire, but shall be chosen for their ability and led of spirit, and 
use much care in deciding that you are led; for lo, can it be an unwise soul that is 
the spirit, or the uneducated, unillumined completely unperfected spirit within your 
being, your body, or it can be the spirit of the Most High. And often one in the 
hassle, as you call it, of life, in corporeality and mundanity, does not distinguish 
too well which spirit is leading. 

I go forth saying this: The power is declining and rising ... declining and ris
ing in a cycle, but here in your midst is the way, is that that has brought you safe 
thus far and shall carry you on. Force of the greatest is displayed before the 
lowest, that the humble be exalted, the exalted be humbled, that they might know 
and see the reality. I go forth from you seeking not to tire you, even though you 
concern yourselves not with the overtaking of those through which I and others 
manifest and the I often, but I say forth, could you return that that is given unto 
you, all debts would be paid and all would balance, but never can you repay that 
that you already have, much less that that shall be given later unto I or unto any 
others, unto those that allow it, unto those that build it, unto those that give it so 
freely. 

May the Light of the Divine Mind stream forth into this world to light the 
way, the minds, and souls of all here; may the Love centered in the Divine Heart 
come forth and touch the heart of man. May Love live in your world; may the 
power and the presence of the Will in the Divine essence stream forth in at-one
ment and as cohesiveness supersede the little will of man. May the Will be done, it 
being your mission. May love, light and truth bear witness with the Spirit that 
seeks to bear witness to your soul and spirit in this hour. "Oh, come forth, angelic 
bands of those that know and hold and care. Come forth and around these, stand 
and for this moment lift their souls, lift their burdens for them in this moment, 
these will you bear. That those asked by the Holy One for entrance might be borne 
away on the wings of delicacy, into service, into light, into love." 

It is true that once there was an inner circle with Sananda comprised of 
Peter, myself, and my brother [Mark 14:33]. In this was comprised a smaller unit, 
Sananda and the I. My brother and myself went forth healing and ministering and 
had results, and were known for these results long before Peter dared to use that, 
that he was taught. Thus the three of us, with Sananda, comprised an early tri
unison, in it the unit of I and James with Sananda in flesh comprising the tri
umson. Lo, I will not allow a tri-unison to be with those that are to lead forth. 
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There is a tri-unison seemingly, but it is as the outer unit and more should it be like 
a unit than a tri-unison. The unit comprised of four, as if four disciples were with 
their master. In it I, and that which we speak, comprise a unit; and I and of that 
through which we speak and Daniel comprise a unit. This is the inner unit. 

Behold, beloved ones, is it that unto those given the power and invested with 
that to show, point the way, to truly build and stand for, and be, Alexandria, shall 
great love and blessings go unto you when you return the respect that you are 
given. Beneath these shall be the great pillars, pillars of faith. That that now, you 
call a Board in trusteeship to the organization, is operating under the same 
framework as if it had been authorized in the age of law, for now is the time for 
legalities of law to come into being, and to be followed, but when you are asked 
again to form the college of those columns, under the power of the co-regional 
investment, you must choose for their minds, but for their spirituality also, for this 
with those that I've chosen, the twins, shall comprise the inner circle of light that 
the whole when generation of these might know love, truth, light and be the outer 
all encompassing circle of light. When you are touched, await. When you are 
spoken to open forth the heart, for lo is it that the precious Companion walks. 

May you go in peace, light and love, beloved children. May you take that so 
preciously given to you. 
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